
THE NATCH BATCH
Cameran Diaz really screwed up my day. I was about to send

another campaign for my weekly mail shot email until I read the

hilarious nonsense in Rolling Stone magazine. I was energised by

this wine gaslighting and felt that I needed to reply.

To be clear , I have no beef with Cameran and I do not have a beef

with celebrity wines , they can be a great bit of frivolity. Norton and

SJP 's wines are both dreadful - really awful shit. I have not tasted

Kylie 's wine (contraversially named 'Kylie ') and Brangelina actually

own one the world 's best Roses. I have a problem with Mick

Hucknell making a wine but that 's personal . We stock Sam Neill 's

Pinot Noir and it is fantastic. 

WHAT 'S  NATURAL  WINE  ALL  ABOUT?

N A T U R A L  W I N E S  -  W W W . S T A T I O N T O S T A T I O N W I N E . I E

"SHE WENT ON AND ON INSISTING THAT
THE WINE HAVE NO CHEMICALS OR
ADDITIVES WHATSOEVER OR SHE

WOULD BE VIOLENTLY ILL. WHEN I
ASKED HER WHAT FOOD SHE WAS

HAVING WITH IT, SHE REPLIED
(WITHOUT A HINT OR IRONY):

"CHINESE TAKE AWAY"

What I do have a problem with , is Diaz further muddying the waters of an already complicated and

tetchy subject - natural wine. I also object to this wine gaslighting. The new Diaz wine deserves credit for

their marketing , nothing else. They say that they want to create a new level of transparency in wine , yet

the give only the country of origin on their label , and not the region. They are not even letting on what

varieties they use. They are also lying when they say they will not add anything they do not need to AND

they don 't even use natural yeast. In short , there wine is a lot less 'natural ' than a lot of the 'commercial

wine ' as they term it , that they apparently threw out in disgust. The label on their white wine suggests

that it will pair perfectly with 'your favourite meal ' . Mine is beef and guinness stew Cameron - will it go

well with that?

It is exactly this sort of stupid shit that gives so called natural wine a bad name. Lots of people have pre-

conceived notions of natural wine , organics and bio-dynamics. It sometimes feels as though half of the

wine world is vehemently opposed to the idea of so called natural wine , and the other half is blindly

asking for it without any real understanding of what they 're asking for. Years ago in Melbourne I was

approached on the shop floor by someone asking for a wine that was 100% natural . She went on and on

insisting that the wine have no chemical or additives whatsoever or she would be violently ill . When I

asked her what food she was having with it , she replied (without a hint of irony); a Chinese take away

The reason for all of this confusion is that there is

no actual definition for natural wine (see my

repeated use of the term 'so called natural wine ' .

The Natch Batch 6-Pack is a great way to delve

into so-called natural wines. The following notes

should go some way towards helping you

understand so-called natural wines. If any stone

is left unturned please feel free to contact me.

Rory - STSWine

rory@stationtostationwine.ie 



WHICH CAME
FIRST, THE
CHICKEN OR THE
EGG?

SULFITES ARE A  BY

PRODUCT OF

FERMENTATION .

WHATS HE BIG

DEAL?

The chicken example is as good a starting

point for helping understand the difference

between wines. A normal cheap supermarket

wine off the shelf is the equivilant of of a

normal bottom shelf chicken : it will taste

vaguely like chicken and will do the job.

Despite being cheap it is probably making

someone somewhere a lot of money due to

its questionable methods of production and

sub-standard products. An organic or bio-

dynamic wine is the equivilant of an

expensive free range chicken that you get

from a good butcher . It has had a good life ,

it 's way more expensive to produce and it

tastes way , way better . It is more expensive

to cultivate and is produced by specialists

that ply their craft for the love of it more

than for the money. Finally a (so called)

natural wine is the equivilant of a live ,

breathing chicken. It may well be the best of

the three , but to you need to expertly kill ,

pluck , butcher and cook it. Mess it up and it

will be a disaster .

Too many winemakers these days are

attempting to kill , pluck and butcher their

wines and they are simply not up for the task.

Chemicals help stabilize the wine , Chemicals

are necessary. Did you know that sulfites are

a natural by-product of fermentation? Whats

the big deal?

The main problem with so called natural

wine is that there is no legal definition and

anyone can call their wine natural or write

it on the bottle. Steps are being taken to

change this , but for the moment there is

free rein and it is frankly like the Wild

West.

ORGANIC WINE is a more concrete

proposition. The paperwork , conversion

process and expense are great. There are a

set of rules governing all stages of

production , though some will suggest that

the rules do not go far enough to create

unadulterated wines , it is a good starting

point. Perhaps most importantly in terms

of a return on investement for the

producer , they get to carry that EU organic

symbol on the bottle.

BIO-DYNAMIC WINE is more an holistic

approach to farming. Based on the

principles of Rudolph Steiner , the Austrian

sociologist , it follows a range of

philosophies from the sensible and very

reasonable (maintain the natural

ecosystem and biosphere of the vineyard

with natural predators for pests and weeds

etc) to the wacky and cosmic (harvesting

according to the moon 's cycle!). It is also

certified and as such , goes further than

organics (as it takes account of soil

condition etc).



WHAT'S WITH
THE ATTITUDE?

IF YOU DRINK WINE ,

PARTICULARLY FROM

STATION TO STATION

WINE ,  YOU WILL HAVE

TRIED SO CALLED

NATURAL WINE

ALREADY .

Question: why do people scoff at orgnic

and bio-dynamic wines? 

Answer: because of so called natural wine

- it 's lack of meaning and people 's real or

perceived bad experience with it.

If you have had a so called natural wine

that smelt mousy , you will have a bad

experience and your suspician or contempt

of so called natural wine , but remember - it

is the fault of the wine maker , not the

wine.

OK! TIME TO TRY
A SO CALLED
NATURAL WINE!
Many people ask me for a so called natural

wine so they can try it to see what the fuss

is all about. If you drink wine , particularly

from Station to Station Wine , you will have

tried so called natural wine already.

Most of the wines we stock are so called

natural wines. Many , many , MANY

producers are organic but not certified as

they don 't want the expense or paperwork.

Most wine makers worth their salt will

excercise at least some of the princples of

bio-dynamics. 

Domaine de la Romanee Conti , the world 's

most expensive wine at auction and

release is a so called natural wine. Alvaro

Palacios , Spain 's most important wine

maker who makes wine in Bierzo , Rioja and

Priorat - all natural . The new wave

American wine movement is all so called

natural wine. Isole e Olena and some of the

great estates of Tuscany , rpractically all of

Beaujolais - ALL SO CALLED NATURAL

WINE!

If it looks like shit , and it smells like shit ,

then it 's gotta be shit! If your wine is

marketed to you specifically as a natural

wine , approach with caution. Writing

natural wine , or marketing yourself as

natural wine is in fact a con that doesn 't

mean anything and more often is to cover

up shortcomings.

Calling your wine a natural wine is like

Kanye West calling himself a presidential

candidate. It 's silly and only done because

he can , nobody will stop him. It doesn 't

mean anything. There is no substance

there. It is all nonsense.



TESTALONGA  

'KEEP ON PUNCHING '

CHENIN BLANC  

SO CALLED NATURAL WINE has done a

great service in that we are now looking

more closely at what is in wine , how it is

made , how it is sourced. You can buy

organic wines for a pittance now in

supermarkets the same way you can buy

wagu beef in Lidl . 

The key is simply to scrutinise your wine

more. Shop with people who care about

what they are peddling and ask the

question - demand the story. Who is this

wine maker and what is he trying to

achieve.

THE NATCH BATCH 6-Pack contains 6 so

called natural wines in that they offer

varying degrees of outside the box wine

making. They are interesting , funky and

vibrant. Enjoy!

Hailing from South Africa , this is a darling

of the so called natural wine movement.

Wine maker Craig Hawkins dismisses the

idea of natural wine and focuses on

making great wine. This Chenin Blanc is a

good introduction to 'orange wine ' that is

white wine made with a little bit of skin

contact. I will yield to Jancis here :

This pale , cloudy , lemon-coloured wine

smells of fresh sage and cold wet stones

and just-melted candle wax. It ’s bone dry

and nervy light , almost trembling like

butterfly wings in the wind. Yet the acidity

is incredible : steel-wire taut and coursing

through the palate with relentless

determination. It tastes of dry hay and

lemon rind , white currants and stone dust.

Linear and yet restless , weightless and yet

unshakeably present. At just 12%, one

might assume this is an easy quaffer , but in

the style of Edith Piaf and true to its name ,

there is a lot of punch in this little frame. If

you strongly dislike ‘natural ’ wine , then this

might be one you could warily approach.

It ’s unconventional , but not bizarre. It ’s not

cidery or flat and doesn ’t taste oxidised. If

you layer Jura with Savennières with uber-

dry Mosel , you get something of the spirit

of the wine. JANCIS ROBINSON

JE T 'A IME MA IS JA I  SOIF

NON-VINTAGE VIN DE

FRANCE

The name of the wine is 'I love you but I

am thirsty ' and it has a funky label - very

natch looking! It is certified organic and

biodynamic and you will find both seals on

the bottle. Th blend is not one I have ever

come across. A galaxy of French varieties ,

led by Melon Blanc (used to make

Muscadet) from the Loire. It is non vintage

and labelled as vin de France to allow it

freedom in its winemaking (otherwise it

would be governed by France 's very strict

appellation laws). It is unusual but still

compulsive drinking STSWine



LE NATUREL

GARNACHA

Vegan friendly , organic , biodynamic , no

sulfites etc. This is absolutely clean as a

whistle and explosively pure. With

minimalist , hipster packaging - if you are

suspicious of natural wine you need to try

this. Forget the noise surrounding natural

FABIEN JOUVES 

'GRAPE INVADERS '

MALBEC/GRENACHE

What a label! Not even the only space

invaders inspired design that we have on

the sight (see Invasion of Taste here). This

is made by the wildman of Cahors Fabien

Jouves. Despite his wildly labelled wines ,

he is a softly spoken and thoughtful young

winemaker . His main label deals in ultra-

pure and traditional Cahors wine made

from Malbec , but he makes a line of

vibrant blends using grapes that are not

permitted in the Cahors appellation laws

(Malbec only). These wines are released as

Vin de France (table wine) to allow him

more freedom. . . . .and to put curse words on

the label at times! 

This is one of my favourite that he has ever

released. Lighter in colour , really vibrant

and buzzy - just good fun to drink!

Absolutely clean and pure. Tastes like the

love child of Northern Californian Pinot

and Bojo Fleurie. Smashable. STSWine

wine.  Less chemicals is good , but not at

the expense of the wine. Judge the wine

on deliciousness. This is delicious. Navarra

in Spain is starting to step out from the

shadow of Rioja. STSWine

CELLER DEL ROURE

VERMELL

Certified organic , vines aged 30-70 years ,

sandy soil , cool packaging , delicious

wine. . . . .yeah!  The winery is awesome. A

subterranean cellar lined with amphorae

pots and stone lids , it is like something

from Roman times. Celler del Roure mix

the pristine cleanliness of stainless to steel

to ferment the fruit (preserving its natural

character) and aged in amphorae (to

augment this natural character). This is

new-wave-old-school . STSWine

SAN VITO ORGANIC

CHIANTI

Proof that all so called natural wine is not

punk or funky , this is bog standard looking

(apart from the very prominent organic

certification) and classically styled Chianti ,

made from Sangiovese. It is elegant and

balanced and the ideal match to any pasta

dish STSWine


